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            Abstract
A core promoter is a stretch of DNA surrounding the transcription start site (TSS) that integrates regulatory inputs1 and recruits general transcription factors to initiate transcription2. The nature and causative relationship of the DNA sequence and chromatin signals that govern the selection of most TSSs by RNA polymerase II remain unresolved. Maternal to zygotic transition represents the most marked change of the transcriptome repertoire in the vertebrate life cycle3,4,5,6. Early embryonic development in zebrafish is characterized by a series of transcriptionally silent cell cycles regulated by inherited maternal gene products: zygotic genome activation commences at the tenth cell cycle, marking the mid-blastula transition7. This transition provides a unique opportunity to study the rules of TSS selection and the hierarchy of events linking transcription initiation with key chromatin modifications. We analysed TSS usage during zebrafish early embryonic development at high resolution using cap analysis of gene expression8, and determined the positions of H3K4me3-marked promoter-associated nucleosomes9. Here we show that the transition from the maternal to zygotic transcriptome is characterized by a switch between two fundamentally different modes of defining transcription initiation, which drive the dynamic change of TSS usage and promoter shape. A maternal-specific TSS selection, which requires an A/T-rich (W-box) motif, is replaced with a zygotic TSS selection grammar characterized by broader patterns of dinucleotide enrichments, precisely aligned with the first downstream (+1) nucleosome. The developmental dynamics of the H3K4me3-marked nucleosomes reveal their DNA-sequence-associated positioning at promoters before zygotic transcription and subsequent transcription-independent adjustment to the final position downstream of the zygotic TSS. The two TSS-defining grammars coexist, often physically overlapping, in core promoters of constitutively expressed genes to enable their expression in the two regulatory environments. The dissection of overlapping core promoter determinants represents a framework for future studies of promoter structure and function across different regulatory contexts.
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                    Figure 1: Dynamics of transcription initiation at 1 bp resolution throughout zebrafish early embryonic development.[image: ]


Figure 2: Sequence signature of a large set of shifting promoters changes markedly during maternal to zygotic transition.[image: ]


Figure 3: Transition from maternal W-box-motif-dependent to zygotic nucleosome-positioning-signal-related transcription initiation is pervasive.[image: ]


Figure 4: H3K4me3-marked nucleosome positioning reveals dynamic changes in underlying sequence signature and relation to TSS during maternal to zygotic transition.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Promoters contain TSSs with very heterogeneous developmental expression profiles.
a, Developmental expression profiles of CAGE-defined promoters obtained by self-organizing map (SOM) clustering. Each box represents one SOM cluster, with a series of beanplots showing distribution of scaled expression (logarithm of normalized number of CAGE tags per million) at different time points for all promoters belonging to that cluster (number of promoters denoted above the box). Different classes of promoters marked in different colours were used in all downstream analyses. b, Projection of maternal- and zygotic-specific CTSSs (from Fig. 1b) onto the SOM classes of promoters shown in a. c, Fraction of promoters containing either maternal-specific (cluster 4,4 in Fig. 1b) or zygotic-specific (cluster 0,0 in Fig. 1b) CTSS, or both, for different classes of promoters established in a. d, Example of a throughout-active promoter that contains a very heterogeneous population of CTSSs (colour coding of CTSSs as in Fig. 1b: maternal-specific shown in blue, throughout-expressed shown in green, and zygotic-specific shown in red).


Extended Data Figure 2 Definition and properties of shifting promoters.
a, Schematic representation of shifting promoter score calculation between two stages. Forward and reverse scores are calculated using forward (F1, F2) and reverse (F1′, F2′) cumulative sums of CAGE tags along the promoter region, and the final shifting score is the maximum of the two. b, Heatmap showing the number of shifting promoters detected by applying the method shown in a (using a 0.6 score threshold) to all possible pairs of developmental stages. The majority of shifting was detected between the first six stages (predominantly maternal) and last three stages (predominantly zygotic). Promoters that qualified as shifting in at least four of these early versus late pairs were selected for a final set of 911 shifting promoters. c, Distribution of distance between maternal and zygotic dominant TSS (shift) for 911 shifting promoters. d, Developmental expression dynamics of maternal (blue) and zygotic (red) dominant TSS in shifting promoters. Average expression for the entire promoter is shown in black. e, Density of AA, AT, TT and CG dinucleotides for shifting promoters sorted by magnitude of shift. Promoters were centred at either the maternal (left) or the zygotic (right) dominant TSS. Blue arrowhead marks the AA/AT/TT enrichment ∼30 bp upstream of the maternal TSS and red arrowhead marks the boundary between CG and AA/AT/TT enrichment ∼50 bp downstream of the zygotic TSS. f, Relative frequency of top ten most frequent TATA-like pentamers in the region −35 to −22 bp upstream of maternal (blue) and zygotic (red) dominant TSS. Percentage of match to TATA-box PWM is denoted in the brackets.


Extended Data Figure 3 Genome-wide sequence and chromatin signature of maternal versus zygotic TSSs.
a, Dinucleotide density for all throughout-active promoters sorted by orientation-sensitive distance between the maternal and zygotic dominant TSS. Promoters were centred at either the maternal (left) or the zygotic (right) dominant TSS. b, Distribution of match (%) to TATA-box PWM in the region −35 to −22 bp upstream of the maternal (blue) and zygotic (red) dominant TSS in constitutively active promoters. P value of the two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum test is shown. c, Relative frequency of top ten most frequent TATA-like pentamers upstream of the maternal (blue) and zygotic (red) dominant TSS. Percentage of match to TATA-box PWM is denoted in the brackets. d, H2A.Z signal in the prim 6 stage at the same set of promoters as in a. Subtracted coverage of reads mapping to the plus and minus strand is shown. e, Density of TT dinucleotide in a ±100 bp region for the same set of promoters as in a. f, WW dinucleotide density for maternal- (left) and zygotic-specific (right) promoters centred at their dominant TSS and sorted by decreasing match to the TATA-box (white dashed lines). Average density of individual dinucleotides is shown below. g, Distribution of match (%) to TATA-box PWM in the region –35 to –22 bp upstream of dominant TSS for maternal- (blue) and zygotic-specific (red) promoters. P value of the two-tailed Wilcoxon rank-sum test is shown. h, Relative frequency of the top ten most abundant TATA-like pentamers in maternal (blue) and zygotic (red) promoters. Percentage of match to TATA-box PWM is denoted in the brackets.


Extended Data Figure 4 Composite multiple sharp architecture of maternal-specific promoters.
a, Distribution of promoter interquantile width (q0.1 − q0.9; central promoter region that contains ≥80% of CAGE tags) for 1,944 maternal-specific promoters. b, Number of TCs within the promoter region for maternal broad promoters (interquantile width >20 bp) across early developmental stages. Bubble size reflects relative number of promoters that contain given number of TCs. c, Comparison of dinucleotide frequencies around single dominant TSS in promoter (left) and dominant TSSs from all TCs within the same promoter (right). d, Composite architecture of a maternal broad promoter showing multiple sharp TCs with their associated W-box at the expected ∼30 bp upstream position.


Extended Data Figure 5 Change of promoter architecture during maternal to zygotic transition.
a, Examples of maternal-specific, zygotic-specific and throughout-active promoters showing difference in architecture between maternal and zygotic stage. b, Number of TCs within promoter region for maternal-specific, zygotic-specific and constitutively active promoters. Bubble size reflects relative number of promoters that contain given number of TCs and different colours correspond to different developmental stages. c, Distribution of distance between neighbouring TCs within the same promoter region. d, Heatmap showing k-means clustering (k = 15) of throughout-active promoters, based on the number of TCs that they contain throughout 12 developmental stages. e, Representative examples for three selected clusters: highly expressed sharp promoter whose architecture does not change and retains only one TC (left); promoter in which number of TCs decreases from five clearly separated sharp TCs in maternal stages to one fairly broad TC in zygotic stages (middle); promoter that changes its architecture from two clearly separated sharp TCs to one broader TC after maternal to zygotic transition (right).


Extended Data Figure 6 Validation of sf3a2 promoter code in transgene injected embryos.
a, Schematic of reporter construct; the dashed lines indicate the spliced out intronic sequence. SA, splice acceptor; SD, splice donor. b, Primers used for sf3a2 construct. c, Reporter gene expression in the wild-type and mutant sf3a2 construct-injected embryos (36 hpf). Bright field (BF) and red channel fluorescent images (mCherry) are shown. Scale bar, 250 μm. The panels on the right show red channel projection overlay of 24 (wild type (WT), top) and 31 (mutant (mut), bottom) embryos. d, Percentage of mCherry-expressing embryos from total ECFP-positive embryos (left) and overall reporter activity measured as average pixel intensity values from 24 wild-type and 31 mutant sf3a2 promoter-injected embryos (right). e, 5′ RACE of sf3a2 promoter construct. Fragments amplified by PCR using a forward primer specific for the 5′ RACE adaptor and two different inner reverse primers specific for the mCherry reporter. The arrowheads indicate the PCR products of expected size. A, 5′ RACE adaptor; IF, inner forward primer; IR1, inner reverse primer 1; IR2, inner reverse primer 2; M, DNA marker; mut, embryos injected with construct containing sf3a2 promoter with mutations disrupting W-boxes (as shown in f); TAP, tobacco acid pyrophosphatase; WT, embryos injected with construct containing wild-type sf3a2 promoter. f, Primers used in 5′ RACE. g, Genomic sequence of the sf3a2 promoter with point mutations introduced to disrupt W-boxes (orange) marked in red. The track at the bottom shows TSSs detected by CAGE in wild-type zebrafish embryos in prim 6 zygotic stage. Black arrow marks TSS confirmed by 5′ RACE in the zygotic stage in both the wild-type and the mutated sf3a2 promoter.


Extended Data Figure 7 Validation of sf3a2 promoter code in stable transgenic lines.
a, sf3a2:mCherry transgene expression in wild-type (WT; top four panels) and mutant (MUT; bottom four panels) sf3a2 promoter transgenic embryos (high stage). Scale bar, 1 mm. b, Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) results of transgene expression: ratio between abundance of sf3a2:mCherry trasgene mRNA and endogenous sf3a2 mRNA. Bar height shows mean value across six qPCR experiments (three replicas for each of the two different primer pairs) and error bars denote 95% confidence interval of the mean. c, Sequence of primers used in qPCR. d, TSSs and their relative usage detected by SL-CAGE in three wild-type and four mutant sf3a2 promoter transgenic lines. Promoter sequence is shown at the top, with point mutations introduced to disrupt W-boxes highlighted in red. For each transgenic line two tracks are shown: TSSs used by the endogenous sf3a2 promoter (upper track, more intensive colour) and TSSs used by the transgene (lower track, lighter colour). P value (one-tailed Welch’s two sample t-test) of the difference between mutated and wild-type promoter variants is shown for four maternal TSSs associated with disrupted W-boxes (dashed boxes).


Extended Data Figure 8 H3K4me3-marked nucleosome positioning signal in maternal and zygotic stage.
a, Venn diagrams showing number of promoters containing H3K4me3 peak within ±1 kb of TSS in early (512 cells) and late (prim 6) stage for distinct classes of promoters (as defined in Extended Data Fig. 1a). b, Frequency of selected dinucleotides centred at the position of the first downstream (+1) nucleosome for distinct classes of promoters. Only promoters containing an H3K4me3 peak in both 512 cells and prim 6 stages were used. Centres of nucleosomes were estimated from subtracted H3K4me3 coverage (shown in grey). Density of TSSs in maternal (512 cells) and zygotic (prim 6) stages is shown in light blue and light red, respectively. Note that maternal-specific promoters have only maternal TSSs and the distribution of these TSSs in the zygotic stage is shown only for orientation. The opposite is true for zygotic-specific promoters.


Extended Data Figure 9 Validation of Tbp morphant phenotypes before ChIP-seq analysis.
Tbp morphants show epiboly defects and differential loss of reporter activity as previously described42,43. Embryos in the 30% epiboly stage showing epiboly delay and corresponding Tbp-independent (ntl:yfp) and Tbp-dependent (β-actin:yfp) reporter gene activities were used for H3K4me3 ChIP-seq analysis. Zebrafish fertilized eggs were injected with the reporter constructs as indicated on the right followed by injection of morpholino (Tbp 5 mismatch or Tbp mo1 morpholino42, respectively). Fluorescence images on top, bright field images below. ntl, notail; yfp, yellow fluorescent protein. Scale bar, 400 μm.


Extended Data Figure 10 Dinucleotide maps: calculation and visualization of dinucleotide patterns.
Genomic sequences (of the same length) are sorted and aligned into a matrix-like representation (P1–P10, positions; S1–S10, sequences). Marking the presence of selected dinucleotide (for example, AA) by 1 and the absence by 0 creates an occurrence matrix. Next, a weighted average is calculated at each position by placing a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel at that position and assigning weights to surrounding positions. An example of calculating the value at position S4,P7 is shown. Surrounding positions are coloured on the basis of the weights assigned to them by the Gaussian kernel (bandwidth = 1 in both dimensions, and covariance = 0 between the two dimensions). Averaged values are mapped to different shades of blue to visualize the dinucleotide density across the set of input sequences.
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The maternal-to-zygotic transition (MZT) during vertebrate embryogenesis represents a dramatic change of the transcriptome, when the zygotic genome is activated and maternal transcripts are degraded. This study maps the transcription start sites used during MZT in zebrafish at nucleotide resolution, and shows that the transition from maternal to zygotic transcriptome is characterized by a switch between two different promoter sequence signals. The position at which RNA transcription starts is determined by an A/T-rich motif at the maternal stage and by fundamentally different codes in the zygote. The two transcription start sites often coexist — and may even overlap — in core promoters and are differentially utilized at promoters active in both oocyte and embryo.
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